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About This Game

The power is in your hands! Help friendly towns to grow and glow by building neighborhoods and generating clean energy to
make them run. Watch out for power overload! If you build too fast, you may experience blackouts and unhappy renters. You’ll

have resources at your command to energize the towns – build solar towers and wind farms and dispatch technicians to make
sure everyone is energy efficient. Then, get your neighborhoods fit and fancy by building tennis courts, swimming pools,
boutiques and more. With multiple campaigns to play and a variety of awards to earn, there is plenty to do and lots of fun

waiting for you in this electrifying addition to the Build-a-lot series!

Generate clean power with wind farms and solar towers
Use technicians to make homes more energy efficient!
Manage power carefully to avoid blackouts
Beautify the neighborhood with recreational facilities!
Play multiple campaigns and earn a variety of awards
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Even though (at the time of me writing this) there is only 6 levels, it is worth 99 cents. It's fun and moderately difficult and I'm
looking forward to new levels. I don't know what some of these other reviews are on about when they talk about the controls
being too sensitive, I played this with mouse and keyboard and it's fine, once you get the hang of the physics (which takes like 2
minutes) it's pretty fun.

Some suggestions for the developers:
When you fail a level and restart, don't start the music over, just let it keep playing.
When using an Xbox controller, allow for the right stick to control the view.
Maybe add an attempt counter somewhere on the screen and add a coin counter for all levels.
More songs for the soundtrack, there's currently only two but I really enjoy them and would love to hear more.

On a side note, I uploaded a video of a full playthrough for the current levels to prove it's doable and it's attatched to my steam
profile if anyone is interested.. Short; limited interaction; okay story-telling. Not a game.. This is a joke. bought the Season pass
to get accsess to 2 more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665charatchers i couldnt give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about.
And i just found out that i have to pay extra for Black becasue I didnt get pre-order.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me..
Consider my review a double recommendation. This addon is that good. From the looks of it you could say "yet another
American freight engine". But this one is different in a few significant aspects:
- The sounds are great. I don't know about accuracy, but they just feel adequate for a 100+ ton machinery this loco is.
- Cold start. I can recall a few other loco addons with this feature (e.g. Class 90, GT3 Turbine, Class 57), and GP20's has the
most complex one. There are working fuses, circuit breakers and switches all over the cab.
- Temperature management. No joke. Fans may be switched on and off separately. And being too harsh on the engine may
make it overheat.
- No notable problems with either the loco or supplied scenarios. I thought it was worth mentioning since Donner Pass hasn't
been the best route of choice when it comes to scenario quality.
- Price. It costs the same as most loco DLCs on Steam but offers way more features.. I have most of RSSLO's add-ons and was
excited to buy this. I have no personal knowledge of the accuracy of the model, but it seems to be well modeled. The one
problem that I have had is that It is difficult to maintain speed. When I give it power, the power continues to increase, but when
I decrease power, the EMU continues to decelerate. There seems to be no in-between where I can maintain a constant speed.
This happens on flat areas and going up mountains (it continues to accelerate even though the speed should be decreasing). I do
drive more complicated locos from vR. So, I am recommending this add-on, but I hope I can figure out how to maintain speed..
Almost anything will give you a better shooter experience than this.. This game is adictive, i thought I would play for "just 5
minutes" ....NO CHANCE!! 2 hours later I was so wrong!!

I am playing on relaxed mode and its very easy to play, the graphics are quaint and cute and the gameplay is really good!!
I would recommend this, as I normally play RPG\/RTS\/MMORPG\/MOBA and it gives you a break from taking over what
ever world\/baddie\/team needs a right shoeing next!!!
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Ever wondered what it would be like to play a generic MMO with no other players? Well, that's basically Numen.. Zuma's
Revenge is a match 3 puzzle game, where the objective of the game is to clear the marbles without them getting eaten by the
skull thing (whatever it is). There are 60 levels in the basic story mode, then if you want you can go through the same levels
again at a higher difficulty level - this is called Heroic Mode. Then there are challenges that you can try to get a certain amount
of points before the time runs out, and then there is the mode that I literally finished right before I started writing this review -
Iron Frog (ten levels of twisty madness with only one life). Just a note for those reading this - I didn't play the prequel of this
game, and as far as I could tell I wasn't missing too much and I understood and enjoyed the story that was told with the sequal. I
finished this game with all of the achievements in about 86 hours.

I really enjoyed the story mode - I got though most of it without much difficulty until about world four or five. Overall I loved
the story mode; after finishing it, I did heroic mode. This was significantly more difficult, where I started to get stuck as early as
half way through world two. With some breaks where I switched to the challenge levels instead, I was able to push through the
rest of Heroic Mode. With both of these, I had gotten frustrated at times, but in the end the satisfaction of completing an area
and thinking "I never have to go back to that area again because I finally got a frickin' checkpoint," was far more rewarding than
the frusteration I felt.

Now, Iron Frog. The reason my playtime is as long as it is. This took me a looott of time, a lot more than you think ten levels
would take to finish. No, oh no, don't be fooled. It isn't called Iron Frog (after the Iron Man Triathlon of swimming, cycling, and
running) for nothing. You get one life, and each level has it's own little gimmick that you have to figure out in order to clear it
an a fast enough time to get the "Iron Will" achievement. I couldn't tell you how many times I had to play the first six levels
alone. You have to play that mode over and over again to the point that you can tell when level one isn't going to give you the
marble combinations you need to get a good time. In order to save myself from the pain, I would start over to give myself the
longest time cushion that I could. I set up my own timer on my other monitor to constantly check my progress. At times, it
actually caused me grief when I failed at a level, because I just couldn't stand the idea of doing it again, but after a break and
coming back to it the next day I would have restored determination to get it done.

After dozens upon dozens of attempts (and the third time I had the priveladge to see level ten with my own eyes), I completed it!
My heart was pounding, hands sweaty, and I was shaking like jello. I looked over at my timer on my other monitor to see exactly
25 minutes (it has to be under that to get the achievement), but I believed my own timer would be a little bit off because it had
been counting transitions between levels, which I figured the game itself wouldn't do. I looked back, and there I saw the little
pop up for the achivement. AFdsfkhdsiondjksgfl, I'm still so excited about it because it's so fresh in my memory, so I wanted to
write the review as soon as I could. The next screen showed my time. TWENTY FOUR MINUTES AND TWENTY FOUR
SECONDS! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!! My first time completing the mode and I had the achievement - barely, but I had
done it!

Overall, I think this game is definitely worth your time if you like match 3 games, or if you enjoy challenging puzzle games. In
summary, cute Story Mode, challenging Heroic Mode, and a brutal but ultimately satisfying Iron Frog mode. Plenty of gamplay
for the price. Nice sound effects and music (which can be adjusted on sliders), and one fierce froggy friend. Yep yep yep,
ZUMA!. I have played this game for only about 15 hours so you could say I'm quite new to this game but here are the things that
I have seen so far.

Since this is a free to play game that means it is a P2W game right?Well your wrong,since the only thing that money can get you
in this game is faster progress compared to the free to play player.All you can get is minions and you will be able to get them all
as a F2P player later on down the line.

PvP is fair since all of your and opponents minions are level 10,the only thing that will influence who wins is who is faster and
who has the best party lined up.

Apart from that the music,animations and graphics are all perfectly done.I have totally fallen in love with this game as you can
be a casual player or a competitive player this game supplies the needs for both players.

I don't know about you but if a game is free and is not P2W I would definately atleast give it a try since you don't lose anything..
short but great with friend. Hope to see more chapter. I just love this little engine! Has a great horn and bell with it to. I like the
cold start set up you have to do in order to get it going. If you don't like that, you can always select the standered version in
game and get the one that's already started up.. quick preliminary review:
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 - This is a Great game!!

 I really need to start making consistent reviews because it's games like this that go 'under the radar' while total trash garbage
takes over the gaming world today..

 Why is this game so good?

 Because it still has some semblance of an actual 'real living breathing open world' to it, with free-form combat and somewhat
non-rail gameplay.. All in a graphics format that allows you to look around and see the sky etc.

(Please note this is a very early review but that's the sense I got from it so far (I could be wrong about the 'non-rail gameplay' ))

 Again VR is around the corner yet still most games have a top-down view or 'stylized' graphics setup that just feels warped..
this actually has a realistic, vibrant graphics feel realistic enough to feel 'alive' yet not so heavily textured you feel like you're
staring at people's pores..

 Games seem to have lost that 'fine-line' between reality and fantasy but this is one of those games that has it.

  This feels like one of those games you would play all day on a Saturday/Sunday growing up and enjoying every minute of it,
exploring a fantasy world that felt compelling and non-stressful, not like todays games that are either a chore, grind, or stuffed
with over-the-top vulgarity, political agendas, scantily clad girls, robots and freaks etc etc

  By the way, why only 2 hours?

 Because this is one of those games I want to play while actually devoting my time and effort into it, nowadays it's hard to do
that so have it on the side waiting for me when I want to experience it fully...

 So - .. no, it's not perfect, but if the above means something to you try it out, games like this are getting harder and harder to
find..

 I'll definitely update this later as/when I play more

. Full review at: http://thegamehoard.com/2018/10/31/a-look-at-the-latest-halloween-forever-pc/

Halloween Forever certainly embodies the spirit of the season with its monster designs, and its challenging design taps into the
retro platforming flavor its visuals are going for. Don’t give up after the few cheap deaths it dishes out and it can make for some
quick platforming fun with strong bosses and mostly decent level construction filled with secrets to uncover. The size is a bit of
an issue though, because while it does make the deaths forgivable, it also means it feels a little thin, especially since the secrets
and achievements to earn outside of just beating the game are exhausted pretty quickly after you know the ins and outs of the
five levels and have more capable characters at your disposal. Still, Halloween Forever taps into that drive to do better next time
thanks to how much learning the game helps you finally become the King of Halloween.

The spikes are a bit of a sticking point when it comes to this game’s design, because while they earn their spot opposite enemies
who try to push you into them or in boss arenas to make you have more to consider as you dodge their attacks, the blind drops
positioned right above them are a platform game no-no. The game accounts for quick and aggressive enemies by making them
predictable and putting enough health pick-ups around that you can recover after you learn their attacks the hard way, so the
flawed spike pits stick out as an oddity in a mostly fair game. Most of Halloween Forever’s design instead relies on the challenge
of perilous platforming and boss battles, and the design there starts off challenging but is easy to learn to make the runs for
secrets and achievements quick and enjoyable. Halloween Forever is an enjoyable, challenging, and holiday-appropriate short
little title you can play on October 31st.. quot;I have something to show you, do you recognize this man"- most stupid
embarrasing puzzle i've seen in "quests" ever
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